Comments from the coaches in the German Regional Project in Brig, Switzerland
18th -24th July 2015

Sabrina Heiniger (National Junior Coach and Head of the Junior Department of Switzerland):
´Since 5 years I have the pleasure to participate at the 4 Nations camp in Brig. I appreciate the
teamwork with the other experienced trainers, to see the development in the different countries. It’s
a pleasure to feel many young players are willing to go for a badminton carrier, to follow them
during this week and see their improvements during the next years.´
Oliver Roth (Former European Championships Silver Medalist in Men’s Doubles): ´For me it was
the first time in Brig. I have never been there as a player but I hope to come back the next years as
a coach. It was a fantastic atmosphere in the Olympica and a big thanks to the team there. The
conditions were perfect!“
Mike de Belle (Coach, Canada): ´This second visit to Olympica was just as great for our Canadian
juniors as our first visit was 9 years ago. My girls and I learned a lot over the past week from your
team of dedicated and motivated coaches. We really appreciated you including us, sharing your
ideas and for being so friendly. Thanks also to the Fux family for providing such a great venue and
for their one-of-a-kind hospitality.´
Kai Waldenberger (Coach and sparring partner, Germany): ´The biggest international badminton
camp organized in Brig. Had an intense week here. One of the best surroundings I know and I live
to come back again."
Manfred Ernst (Head Coach of Austria): ´Once again I enjoyed the special spirit and the beautiful
location at the camp in Brig. The players worked hard and learned a lot. Many thanks to the team
of Olympica and to all coaches for the perfect team work. Looking forward to next year."
Al Bredin (Junior National Coach, Ireland) ´It is so fitting that the camp has been hosted in
Switzerland for a long number of years as it is now running like fine-tuned clockwork. Extensive
background planning has meant that every moment of the athletes and coaches day is planned but
the environment still is relaxed and non-stressful. The great balance between formal on-court
activities and off-court physical activities all provided in the wonderful surroundings of the Olympica
Sporthotel make this a camp that everybody dreams and aspires to go to."

